
More mobility, 
more design possibilities  



Our visitor chairs and armchairs are now even more attractive. The range of NORTH CAPE and 
MOON chairs and the TWIST&SIT, TULA, and DANAE armchairs has been complemented by a new 
pyramid-shaped base on castors, which will meet the mobility needs of today’s employees and 
bring more elegance and modernity to offices.

You can choose from five colours for the pyramid base. In addition to the standard black and white, 
there are metallic, dusty rose and avocado green. All these colours are available at no extra charge.
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NORTH CAPE 
Visitor chair. Created by Baldanzi & Novelli designers

This modern chair with its minimalist, stricter shapes create a slightly 
more formal atmosphere. The NORTH CAPE collection consists of 
executive, task, visitor and conference chairs, so that all the necessary 
functions can be fulfilled while maintaining the unity of style. 

Recommended for smaller meeting rooms, shorter and more formal 
meetings.

See all NORTH CAPE visitor chairs here.
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https://www.narbutas.com/products/lounge-soft-furniture/armchairs/north-cape-5/
https://www.narbutas.lt/produktai/kedes/lankytoju-konferenciju-ir-valgomojo-kedes/north-cape-3/
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MOON
Visitor chair

It is one of the most popular choices in the NARBUTAS range of visitor 
chairs. With its lightweight, minimalist design, the chair is well-suited to 
a variety of office interiors and spaces – it can blend in perfectly with 
its surroundings, or be an eye-catching accent with brighter 
upholstery. 

Recommended for smaller meeting rooms and co-working spaces 
where there is a greater need for mobility. 

See all the chairs in the MOON collection here.
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https://www.narbutas.com/products/chairs/visitor-conference-and-dining-chairs/moon-chair/


TWIST&SIT
Armchair. Created by Christina Strand and Niels Hvass 

This armchair is part of our distinctive, particularly extensive 
TWIST&SIT lounge seating collection. The armchair features the iconic 
TWIST&SIT elements you will recognise – the segmented back and 
stylish armrests. The armrests make the user feel more comfortable 
and allow more freedom of movement. The TWIST&SIT armchair with a 
versatile design is suitable for both traditional and modern interiors. 

Recommended for medium-sized meeting rooms, co-working spaces 
and longer meetings. 

See all TWIST&SIT armchairs here.
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https://www.narbutas.com/products/lounge-soft-furniture/armchairs/twist-and-sit-2/
https://www.narbutas.lt/produktai/minksti-baldai/kreslai/twist-and-sit-2/
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TULA 
Armchair

TULA combines comfort, cosiness and playfulness. The back and front 
of the armchair can be upholstered in different colours to further 
emphasise the shapes and distinctive character of the product. TULA 
is a comfortable product with a distinctive design, inviting you to relax 
or get inspired. 

Recommended for larger, informal meeting spaces and creative 
workshops.

See all TULA armchairs here.
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https://www.narbutas.com/products/lounge-soft-furniture/armchairs/tula/
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DANAE 
Armchair

A perfect example of comfort, cosiness and elegance. The DANAE 
armchair is one of the softer armchairs in the NARBUTAS range, 
ensuring comfort even during longer meetings. 

Recommended for larger meeting spaces with more refined interiors. 
With the proper choice of finish, it will become an integral part of the 
executive office or its meeting area.

See all DANAE armchairs here.
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https://www.narbutas.com/products/lounge-soft-furniture/armchairs/danae/


Your freedom of choice!

TWIST&SIT MOON DANAE NORTH CAPE TULA
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https://www.narbutas.com/products/lounge-soft-furniture/armchairs/twist-and-sit-2/
https://www.narbutas.com/products/chairs/visitor-conference-and-dining-chairs/moon-chair/
https://www.narbutas.com/products/lounge-soft-furniture/armchairs/danae/
https://www.narbutas.com/products/lounge-soft-furniture/armchairs/north-cape-5/
https://www.narbutas.com/products/lounge-soft-furniture/armchairs/tula/
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